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On June 11th, MIT will complete its journey to a no-frames OPAC.  Take 
a look at what has changed with patch 5 and the new features we’ve 
added for our users. 

 
 The Good Changes from 14.2.4 to 14.2.5 

Frames! 
–800 files to customize 
–Slow page downloads 
–Browsers rendered the frames 
differently 

No-frames! (Duh!) 
–Less than 400 files to customize 
–Faster page downloads 
–More consistent display across browsers. 

 

 
 
 
 
Lots of javascript necessary to 
customize the OPAC well 
–Search screens not very robust 
–Every pop up window required 
javascript 

Not so much javascript required 
–More functionality available in search and 
display screens 
–Not so many popup windows 

 



Brief Display List View has very little of 
the functionality of the Table View 
–Couldn’t sort  
–Small numbers of fields could be 
included 
–Couldn’t link from fields like in the full 
display 

Brief Display List View is more robust than 
the Table View 
–Can sort in many different ways, 
including secondary sorting 
–Can include up to 27 fields in the brief 
display (more than you would want!) 
–Can link from fields just like in the full 
display 

 

 
 

 

 
Minimal flexibility in constructing URL’s 
to link into the OPAC 
–When changing logical bases always 
had to link to start-3 
–Couldn’t construct an external link to a 
browse list 

URL structure more flexible 
–Can link to any search page when 
changing logical bases 
–Can construct an external link to a 
browse list:  
http://walter.mit.edu/F/?func=scan 
&scan_code=LOC&scan_start=TD1 

 

 
Pre-limiting searches was not possible 
–Necessary to use javascript to 
implement pre-search limits 

Pre-limiting searches possible 
–Can customize and include many pre-
limits on any search screen. 
 



 

 
 

 
Shutting off copyright screens hard 
–Had to put a $4 field in URLs to turn off 
the copyright screen 

Shutting off copyright screens easy 
–Now is an option in www-server-
defaults 

 

 
Couldn’t put a useful URL in the 
Availability/Holdings page 

Can put a URL in the 
Availability/Holdings page 

 

 
 

 

 
Style sheet loaded with every page in 
the browser 

Style sheet implemented so that it no 
longer loads with every page 

 

 



Error messages always pop up Error messages always appear in the 
same place at the top of the page. 

 

 
 

 

 

 
The GOTCHAs from 14.2.4 to 14.2.5 

Before After 
Address info used to appear on the bor-
info page (the page linked to from the 
User link) 

Address info now appears behind an 
“Update Addresses” link on bor-info.  
 
Implication:  If you use the address info 
to populate other library service request 
forms, some changes will be necessary. 

On the Availability/Holdings page the 
Limits (Year, Volume, Library) could be 
disabled one by one.  

Now you must either delete all at once 
or not at all. 

Most of the time you could replace a .gif 
button with a text link 

Some .gif buttons are hard coded and 
have to be replaced with .gifs in order to 
customize (e.g. Brief Results display and 
Previous Searches) 

URLs on the full display used a target 
attribute to open a new window. 

URLs in any display use a javascript to 
open a new window. 

 
New Features for MIT Users 
 

• Your Account! 
• Service Request forms like ILB, auto-populated in Your Account 
• Incorporation of quick links menu at bottom of screen 



 
 
 

• Notification in the brief results display for storage request forms 

 
 
 
 

• Different forms display for Hold Request versus Closed Stacks retrieval 
requests 

 
• Noscript sections on every page that has javascript 
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